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No violations or deviations were identified in this area. The results' of
inspections in the surveillance area indicate that personnel conducted
assigned activities in accordance with applicable procedures.

6. FNP's Error Reduction Program (STAR)

During this reporting period, the inspectors noted two incidents which,
because of the self-verification (" STAR") program used by licensee
personnel, prevented further problems:

a On September 25, an FNP security officer noticed that fire
protection (FP) piping was iced over. Realizing that this
condition was abnormal, control room (CR) personnel were

.

immediately notified. Just prior to the call, CR personnel had
received a FP alarm and indications of breaker trip. The act*,ons
of the security officer, along with the alarm and breaker
indications, allowed for prompt identification of where t02 had
been discharged to the Unit 2 auxiliary building. 4

m One electrician and two systems operators (S0) were involved with
a tagging order for the river water air system. One S0 noted a '

small amount of oil at the base of the number 4 river water pump .

and personnel determined that the oil was leaking from the upper
reservoir drain plug. In an attempt to tighten the plug, by hand, I
the drain plug broke off and an 50 immediately plugged the hole -|
using his hand. The other S0 immediately called the CR, the pump 1

was secured and the oil was drained from the pump. Repairs were '

made and a resumption of continued pump operation was possible the
next day. Prompt action by the individuals involved prevented -|
extensive damage to the motor and prevent oil from reaching the
river.

7. Training for Emergency Preparedness (82206)
J

On October 20, the resident inspectors and Region II section chief
observed portions of an FNP " full- scale" training exercise. The
exercise was conducted as part of training for one of the designated
emergency preparedness response groups. The Plant Assistant General ,

Manager - Operations, served as the Emergency Director during the |
exercise and the Plant Assistant General Manager - Plant Support, served ,

'as the Recovery Manager. All designated plant personnel responded
appropriately and expeditiously to the emergency alarms and the overall
drill scenario.

8. Action on Previous Inspection Findings (92700)

m (Closed) Unit 1, URI 50-348/93-21-01, Oil mist in charging pump rooms.

The inspectors and FNP personnel inspected the "1A" and "lC" charging
pumps and observed that internal motor conditions were acceptable. Oil 1
present was insufficient to create problems and debris found would not
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